problem: can the soul function when it is not having conscious episodes (sleep, etc)? Swinburne makes the distinction that the soul cannot “function” without a properly functioning brain, but it can exist without the brain (176). I am not so sure Swinburne’s evolutionary narrative accounts for morality. He asserts with Darwin that those who evolved have well-marked social instincts which would eventually acquire morality (224). Professor Swinburne concludes that there is no full scientific explanation available for the evolution of the soul, and almost certainly there never will be. For this revised edition Professor Swinburne has taken the opportunity to strengthen and expand his book to take account of developments in this area of philosophy since the first edition. The evolutionary development of the Soul and Consciousness from the man to God (the ascending line of the parabola “Evolution of Consciousness and Man” in the layout #1) passes all the Levels of the Great Universe one after another. The Consciousness of the man is the moving force at this stage, which transfers the Soul to other ranges of the frequencies of the Great Universe (without the man’s leaving the Earth). The Soul is a refracted extension of your God Self or I AM Presence. The Soul uses the right brain consciousness of intuition, which is connected to the higher Sacred Mind and Spiritual Will. An inner-focused mind is guided by the Soul Self. Humanity is in the process of developing the subtle, refined senses which have become dulled from misuse. You must move past the basic, often distorted physical senses, while diligently endeavoring to develop the higher mental senses of intuition and Divine wisdom. Therefore, we feel it is time for an advanced explanation of this most important process for the EVOLUTION OF THE SOUL: You carry within your Diamond Core God Cell a crystalline, Memory Seed Atom of full Self-realization from your point of origin.